BENJAMIN INKS

The Psychology of Concealed Carry
With a Utah pistol permit, I had reciprocity to carry my weapon
throughout 33 states. In 2012, I did just that, undertook a once-,
maybe twice-a-lifetime motorcycle odyssey. Gun in waistband and
my trusty Honda between my legs, my cherry-red steed took me
on a zigzagging, beatnik road trip—a there-and-back-again across
our beloved states. Met many a fine folk and saw many a great city.
Some cities reputed as not so great in terms of safety. For some of
the sketchier parts of Vegas, some of the more rundown Midwest
suburbs, for all the Memphises, the New Orleanses, the Baltimores,
the goose-prickling back alleys and toxic backwoods meth towns,
all those places that friends along the way told me point blank
from rumor or experience to “be careful,” all those places I took
comfort in my gun. Sure, I may have infringed on some of the
grayer laws of concealed carry: 1. Where do you draw the line
between restaurant and bar? 2. Does the small-print language of
that crossed-out gun sticker on the door really exclude me if I’m
carrying lawfully? . . . Hell with it, I can’t be bothered to de-heel
at every coffee bar or campground office. Taking the gun out and
storing it on my bike at every stop along the road means I’ll wind
up returning to empty saddle bags. Despite these annoying hiccups,
I sure was glad I brought it. There was a peace of mind it imbued,
a synthetic confidence I’d have lacked otherwise. A warm bodily
glow knowing that if anyone tries to make me a victim of a crime,
I can respond with greater or equal force. Forget all that MMA I
spent countless hours crammed in a sweaty gym learning; I had my
Walther.
Not once did I ever need it. Maybe that metal-jacketed
confidence and warm “pistol glow” warded off potential assailants
all on its own?
So the great motorcycle adventure ended, and I sank into an
apple-pie, single-city lifestyle again. Fortunately, I’ve always been
blessed to live in wonderful middle-class communities: Seattle
suburbs, college-town Ohio, government-suckling northern
Virginia. With each passing year, my life grew increasingly
more Mayberry. Still, I clean and carry my gun, armed while
performing the most banal, everyday tasks of American life,
such as fetching groceries or walking the pup. But should I ever
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find myself in one of those million-to-one Die Hard scenarios—
attacked while singing at church or picking up a pizza—well,
then, I’m ready. Ready to draw my piece, assume the isosceles, and
Mozambique a bad hombre or two. Wouldn’t that be exciting? I’d
be a hero. Everyone would crowd around me, toss me in the air,
venerated gun still in hand, beautiful women chanting, “Yay, Ben,
yay, Ben!” Next, local news would interview me. National news
would publish clips about me. “Hero defends zoo from terrorists,”
or something like that. They’re fun whimsical fantasies, and they’re
not hurting anybody. Right?
After all, every veteran cashing in on their incredibly
generous GI Bill benefits will tell you about “the fantasy”—“The
Daydream,” more accurately. Undoubtedly experienced by 90%
of servicemen and women. It’s when you find yourself recently
separated from the military and in the early stages of your muchearned college career. Those appetizer classes before you sink your
teeth in the sirloin of your chosen field, during some compulsory
history or sociology class, when a grad student is bumbling
aimlessly to the backdrop of ancient hand-me-down PowerPoint
slides, and your mind starts to wander and wonder about what
action or recourse you would take should your school fall victim to
an active shooter. You’d save the day, obviously. But what would
that look like? Pop pop! You imagine yourself leaping to your feet,
commanding peers to “get down!” as you hurl desks in front of the
door. Then, somehow, you scale to the ceiling like some sort of
beast or Avenger, armed with a pencil and waiting stoically to drop
below on your prey, all the while thinking, OH, how much easier
this would be if I could only conceal-carry on campus. Damn this braindead liberal institution!
Again, they’re harmless thoughts . . . probably.
But it’s these types of thoughts, similar and dissimilar, that I
want to explore. Maybe I’ve become more self-aware in my late
twenties, but I’ve observed certain trends in my thinking, certain
personality changes that occur when I conceal carry vs. when I
don’t. When I carry, not only am I more anticipatory/borderline
welcoming of danger, but I’m much keener to interact in an
imposing manner about trivialities. I’m more liable to assert myself,
to self-remedy minor injustices.
Armed: The light goes green and the car ahead is texting?—
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HOOONK!
Unarmed: Maybe I’ll give it a second or two.
Armed: Hey, buddy, there’s a line here!
Unarmed: He looks like he’s in a hurry. Good thing I got here early;
I can wait.
Armed: He BETTER pick up his dog’s poo.
Unarmed: No one walks in that part of the grass anyway.
Armed: Those kids at the corner table are so obnoxious—I can’t even
enjoy my Venti half-caff latte!
Unarmed: I remember how fun study sessions with friends were.
One might make the argument that the comfort the pistol
provides is actually allowing me to be a truer, more honest self,
freeing me to express how irritated I really feel about these mostly
negligent human peeves. It’s a boldness that comes from knowing
that if this situation escalates to the worst possible outcome, I can ante
up. In a perfect world, there would be an equivalence between
patience and assertiveness, without the ambiguous fear of violent
reaction from a hypothetical tough guy who perceives disrespect to
his street cred when asked politely that he not drive so fast through
my suburban neighborhood.
Where I feel the need to stop and ruminate on my American
gun complex is when my probably benign assertiveness combines
with my probably benign heroic fantasies. I cease living in the
mundane realities of day-to-day life. Life with my gun becomes an
exciting adventure, one where I’m not only prepared for danger,
I’m looking forward to it. Taking the wife shopping becomes an
executive protection detail (minus the squiggly earpiece). Selling
something on Craigslist becomes a secret spy trade deal. Just
puttering around town, I become a self-deputized patrolman,
constantly on the lookout for any event or disturbance where I—
and my gun—might be of assistance. As fun as this all sounds, I
have to ask myself, am I going to get what my masculinity seems
to crave? Am I going to end up in a gun-related incident? probably
of my own Maslowian myopia?
Throughout all this, I’ve been reflecting on an observable
dichotomy of personal morals: Edmund Burke’s “Evil triumphs
when good men do nothing” paired off against beloved Uncle
Ben’s “With great power comes great responsibility.” Now, I
don’t think I could ever NOT be a reasonable second amendment
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guy, but could I somehow strike a balance between what I’ve
noticed within myself? Could the world? Could the cops and
protectors, even the tough guys and gangbangers, come to a
mutual understand and reverence of firearms? Something that
transcends legislature? As corny as it sounds, could a Karate
philosophy change our thinking on guns? You all know what I
mean. To take on martial arts instruction, you typically need to
enter a dojo free from selfish, grandiose desires and rid yourself of
fantastical thoughts and disillusions of empowerment. Learn the
knowledge with humility and continue to walk, to live, in that
same humbleness. To know and believe that your skills are only
to be used as an absolutely necessary and completely unavoidable
last resort. After first applying unfailing human courtesy, and after
even making attempts to de-escalate, evade, or escape the scenario,
only then may the practitioner proceed with Karate self-defense.
It’s holding yourself and your capabilities to the highest possible
standard for the betterment of humankind. I think it’s capable of
being more innate than American society would have us believe.
I always hear of this epochal point in criminal history when
the rival gangs would duke it out with bare fists, maybe the odd
length of chain or baseball bat involved. But now, they tell me,
all that old-school criminal respect is out the door, escalated into
sheer paranoid survival. For the good guys and the bad, guns
are literally a way of life. And I’m left wondering—with a bit of
empathy, humility, and a firm psychological grasp of how guns
morph our thinking—would they still need to be so integral? Even
in second amendment America?
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